Cytomorphometry of uveal melanoma. Comparison of fine needle aspiration biopsy samples with histologic sections.
A number of approaches are being investigated to increase the prognostic accuracy for uveal melanoma patients; the standard deviation of nucleolar area measurements and the DNA content appear to correlate better with survival than do classic histologic parameters. The utility of performing cytomorphometric measurements on fine needle aspiration (FNA) biopsy samples was prospectively analyzed for 24 eyes containing uveal melanomas that were examined with both 25-gauge FNA biopsy and standard histologic techniques. "Masked" analysis of the cellular composition of the 24 cases showed the presence or absence of epithelioid cells to be accurately predicted on the FNA samples in all cases. Image analysis cytomorphometric measurements of nucleolar area showed marked variability (with r less than 0.4) when FNA and histologic samples from the same case were compared. The relationship between these measurements was affected by cell type, sampling, specimen processing and investigator experience.